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Our Ref: WBAMN1205415 
Your Ref: CNPEll111 

Director of Administration 
North Lanarkshire Council 
PO Box 14 
Civic Centre 
Mothetwelt 
ML? 1TW 

FAO: Mr P. Shiach 

Dear Sir 

Planning Application C1021001941AMD - Proposals to vary phasing operations and 
restoration details for reclamation and landfilling (submitted in accordance with condition 2 
of planning permission M1861458) - Shanks Landfill Site, MeZkle Drumgrey Road, 
Greengairs, Airdrie 

Further to our correspondence of 11" October, 2005, in respect of the above, we now enclose 20 
No, copies of our client's technical advisors' (IKM Consulting Ltd) submission on this matter which 
we ask be given to Members of the Planning and Environment Committee who will be considering 
this application at next Monday's Wearing. 

As mentioned in my previous letter I would reiterate my client's serious concern that the technical 
issues raised should be properly evaluated by the appropriate departments of the Council and 
external consultees before Members are asked to take a decision on the proposal. 

Yours faithfully 

W €3 Allan 
Director 
ballan@keppiedesig n .co.uk 

Enc 

cc John Hardy, Tods Murray 
Paul Marks, Corp. Ltd. 
Alistair Kean, lKM Consulting Ltd 
G. Quinn, North Lanarkshire Council 
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Planning Application C1021001941AMD - Proposals to vary phasing 
operations and restoration details for reclamation and landfilling - 
WRG Landfill site, Meikle Drumgrey Road, Greengairs, Airdrie. 

IKM Consulting Limited and Professor Paul Younger of Newcastle University 
continue to represent Corp Ltd in their objections to the above planning application. 

Rcpresentation in person will be made at the hearing on Monday 17‘h October 2005, 
by means of a powcr point presentation. IICM wish the members of the Planning and 
Environment Committee to be aware of the following relevant issues prior to the site 
visit because members may only have a distant view of the “Upperton Void. The void 
is the focal point for technical arguments both in support of and against the 
application. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The waterlogged opencast void lies within Areas 3 and 4 of the consented landfill 
site and is incorrectly described as the East Loch, It is an artificial sump created 
by illegal opencasting which has been intermittently used for the collection of 
surface water from the Greengairs landfill site and surrounding land since 1988. 
(Photograph 1.) It is also currently badly affected by wind and water borne litter. 
(Photographs 2 and 3.) 

The only means of maintaining the water level is through direct rainfall and 
surface water colrection fTom the immediate vicinity of the void. There is no 
outlet other than to the ground water system. IKM have demonstrated that the 
water level falls dramatically during dry weather. There is a long term decline in 
water level (short term increases occur during heavy rainfall or unintentional 
discharge from the landfill operations - Autumn 2004 included). The current 
volume of water is half of the l,000,000m3 quoted by Babtie in their supporting 
documents and will continue to decline naturally to the groundwater rest level. 

There is no reliable information for determination of the groundwater rest level. 
Local information from those involved in the opencast mining (1978 - 1980) 
confirms that there was groundwater flooding only at the deepest points in the 
void, below 172m OD being generally in line within groundwater Ievels available 
from borehole wells to the north west of the void. The water level is expected to 
decline naturally at between 1.0 and 2.0m per annum until the rest level is 
reached. 

The applicants propose to use the flooded void as a “water feature” and emphasise 
thhe environmental benefits of such a restoration, as against responsible landfill in 
term of the current planning consent. A water feature must by description have a 
constant inflow and outflow of water to achieve a constant water level. The 
planning application provides no detail as to how this is to be achieved, if indeed 
it is possible without control of the wider area. The sides of the void at present 
have no ecological benefit and cannot have any until a iong tern constant water 
level is achieved. 

The objectors have already requested an Eiivironineiital Impact Assessment which 
would have addressed the detailed method of restoration as zi water feature. The 
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planning authority has considered this unnecessary. Condition 2 of the 
recoinmendation in favour of the grant of planning approval requires witten 
approval of full details of the progressive restoration of the site within 3 months of 
the grant of permission. The objectors would ask rneinbers of the committee to 
either reject the application on grounds that it is incomplete, or at least delay 
approvd until the applicants can satisfy a suitably qualified independent party (see 
Point 7) that the proposals can be achieved without control of the void and 
surrounding land to achieve the required drainage. 

6. The application mentions the benefits of retaining of an existing peat bog area. It 
should be noted that: 

a. This area has historically been drained and used for commercial peat 
extraction. 

b. A significant area of undisturbed peat bog will also be iost along the north and 
eastern edges of the void if it is to be retained as a water feature. The edges 
will require to be landscaped for safety reasons causing dehydration of the 
peat, in addition to physical removal. The application contains no detail as to 
how the highly dangerous edges of the void may be landscaped if the void is 
to be retained as a water feature. 

c. Consent was granted in December 2002 C/OO/O1164/Main for the extraction 
of clay by WRG from an area of 5ha within the Greengairs site. This area is 
covered with undisturbed natural peat mass. 

7. The whole void and suxounding land to the south and west are included within 
the section 50 agreement. Consent ,to vary the restoration proposals will require 
approval of all affected landowners who have consented to the use of the void in 
support of the landfill operations since 1988. Such approval has not been 
requested. 

The whole void is subject to the terms of the Landfill Licence covering the entire 
Greengairs site. ’The IPPC regime to be implemented in 2006 will involve the 
grant of a I’PC Licence to replace the existing Landfill Licence. The applicants 
have submitted their application for a PPC licence (January 2004) but this 
excludes Areas 3 and 4 outwith the applicant’s ownership. The objector’s view is 
as fo’olows: 

i. 

ii. 

The void forms 75% of the unrestored opencast within areas 1 - 7 of the 
Greengairs operation on which basis the original 1988 consent was granted. 
If restoration is to be changed to a water feature rather than landfill as 
originally approved, the PPC licelice should cover the entire approved Areas 3 
and 4 iiicluding the whole void. Detailed restoration proposals should have 
been submitted with the licence application which would provide information 
as to the means of enabling a permanent water feature, Areas 3 and 4 sliould 
be under control of the applicants to be able to achieve the detailed restoration 
proposal. 
SEFA have advised that an application for removal of Areas 3 and 4 from the 
existing landfill licence should be made to the planning authority. This 
process shouId have coiiimeiiced with detailed proposals for restoration of the 
whole void as B water feature, As stated the Section 50 agreement requires 

... 
111. 
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aniendment which carries the risk that the restoration bond will not cover the 
void and areas 3 and 4 outwith the applicant’s ownership. 

The original planning consent Section 50 agreement and associated bond was 
put in place to cover the entire void area. The applicants have not provided 
dctailed restoration proposals for a water feature to justify the reinoval of the 
Section 50 agreement and associated bond. 

8. Professor Younger is an expert of international renown, specialising in the 
hydrogeology of redundant opencast grid deep mining operations. The applicants’ 
legal agents state that his comments are “Largely discredited” by Jacobs Babtie. 
There is no evidence to this effect and the objectors would urge the members of 
the planning committee to carefully consider the Professor’s conciusions being to 
the effect that responsible landfill is the preferred method of restoration for 
practical environmental and safety reasons. 

9. The applicants emphasise the difficulties associated with dewatering the void. 
IKM and Professor Younger can support their opinion that based on past 
experience, dewatering by pumping the water into a section of temporary 
settlement ponds on land within their clients ownership on Upperton Farm, 
possibly aided by ‘silt busters’ is a practical and well tested method. In this way 
the flow of water into the Avon System on Upperton can be controlled and 
comply with SEPA’s requirements. There is no evidence that mine water will 
flow into the void as it dewaters. Chemical testing proves this to be the case. The 
applicants have not produced chemical evidence. 

The objectors would urge members of the planning committee to either REJECT 
the application on grounds that there is insufficient detail in support of the new 
restoration proposal, or to DELAY approval until 

a. 
b. 

The applicants provide detailed proposals (see No.5) above and: 
The objectors provide evidence to the effect that the void can be de- 
watered to comply with SEPA’s licensing requirements, including 
pumping tests if necessary. 

10. The voluines of water in the void and quantity of suitable inert material which 
would be required to Form a platform for landfill are grossly overstated in the 
report to committee. The IKM report of March 2005 demonstrates that whatever 
the final groundwater rest level inay be there are adequate volumes of suitable 
material adjacent to the site in addition to mine spoil on site. This could achieve a 
suitable base for upfilling to satis€y SEPA witliin the lPPC licensing requirements. 
The extent of deep mining below the void is no different to deep mining within 
and below areas 1 - 7 which have already been laiidfilled. 

11. The existing restored face of Areas 3 and 4 is steep and when viewed particularly 
from Greengairs village, appears artificial and unnatural. The current approved 
restoration demonstrates a landform which when viewed from the north in 
particular, has natural-looking gently sloping edges. 
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The report to Committee states that the final restored eastern face will not appear 
so steep, clearly recognising the difficulty. The foot of the currently restored 
areas 3 / 4 is on the boundary of the applicants ownership / control, and with a 
fixed summit level it is impossible to achieve a reduced restored angle. 

The steep restored eastern face is currently subject to erosion with the resulting 
blocking of the eastern perimeter drain, none of which will be evident to the 
members of the committee at their site visit if they can’t get access to this area. 

12. Members of the Committee must be aware of 

a The physical dangers which exist around the edges of thc void. The Southern 
and Eastem edges are covered with deep mud. The banks are unstable and 
frequently collapse which was evidenced in 2003 and 2004. The Clyde Valley 
Joint Structure plan 2000 and Adjusted Monklands District Local Flan 1991 
encourages the development of long distance walkways. It is intended that 
one such walkway will pass over the restored landfiIl site nearby attracting the 
public to the area. Unless the edges of the void are suitably restored by 
landfill or to a reinstated water feature there will be a real risk to public safety 
in the area of the void. 

b The only practical means of draining a flooded void in the event of it 
becoming a permanent water feature, will be via the artificial drain cut by the 
operators (currently well above the existing water level) at the North West 
corner of the existing void. This drain will join the Cameron Burn in 
Greengairs village at a point where flooding is known to have occurred during 
the operation of the landfill site. The risk of further flooding will be 
significantly increased. The applicants have provided no information as to 
how they would intend to engineer drainage from the void to minimise flood 
risk to the village. 

Summary 
The members of the Planning and Environment Committee are being asked to 
approve an application for amendment to phasing at Greengairs which involves 
reinstatement of the disused opencast mining void in areas 3 and 4 as a water feature, 
rather than through landfill as currently consented. 

The applicants have not provided any detail as to how a permanent water feature can 
be achieved. The objectors stated position is that it cannot be achieved without 
control of the entire void and surrounding area, and in any event will still leave very 
real risks for human safety in the vicinity of the void and flooding in Greengairs 
village, 

The objectors are able to substantiate the IKM report of March 2005 to the extent that 

a De-watering ofthe void can be achieved by tried and tested methods. 
b. A stable platform can be achieved within the de-watered void with the use of 

adjacent soil materials to comply with IPPC requirements, 
c. Responsible laiidfill is the preferred method or site restoration, in line with the 

current planning consent, and for eiivironinental safety and visual reasons. 
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'The committee is urged to either reject the application on grounds that there is 
insufficient detail to justify approval on grounds that a permanent water feature can be 
created, or a least to delay a decision until the applicants can demonstrate the detail of 
restoration in terms of Condition 1 o€ the authority's recommendation to Committee. 
This requirement could be extended to the objectors to provide satisfactory proposals 
for dewatering and landfilling the void within a suitable timescale of 3 months. 
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UNIVERSITY OF 
NEWCASTLE 

School of Civil Engineerii-rg and Gcoscicnccs 
University of Newcastle Upon Tyne 

Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 7RU, UK 
Tel+44-(0)191222 7942 
FXX +44-(0)191222 6669 

Ms Jacqueliiie Q~iinn 
Feriiacre Ltd 
C rai g d hu, 
12 Dunvegzn, 
Gimmavi s, 
317 Airdrie MLG OPZ 

5 c a r  Ms Quinti 
Upperton Void 

I :.m writing to sec out m y  prdiminary findings from the review of the various 
dc,cuinents suppiied 10 me in relation to the above site. Pyly coinnients are, based both 
or. desk study and on the site 'walkover survey' which I conducted ii? your presence O I ~  

5". June 3,003. My comments relate specifically to the repoi-t by Babtie 011 behalf of 
Si .mks Waste Solutions entitled "Greengairs Landfill. Hydi*ogeological PAssessment 
E:ist Loch" (dated February 2002), since this report appears to be the principal 
dcciinient under discussion in relation 10 Shanks' proposals to vary their pliasing of 
q.erc?.tiom and, in particular, to rcljnquisb their previously-stated intent to restore tlic 
Li ;>pei-ton Void by means of iandfil ling and landscaping. 

E:forc I sct out my fliidings, it is probably worthwhile specifying my competence in 
mAir,g this review. 1 am Professor o l  I-Iydrogeoclieniical Engineeriiig at the 
UiiLtersity ofNewcastle, a post which I have held for two years, followjng tivo years 
as a Reader in Water Resources, and seven yeass prior to tliat as a Lecturer in Water 
Resources Engineering. By proreession I am both a hydrogeologist (qualified as a 
Cnartered Geologist. C.Geol.) and a mining environmemal engineer (qualified as a 
Chanered Engineer, C.Eng.). I currently lead Europe's largest mine water research 
group, and act as coordinator for the European Commission's two largest mine water 
re.;ert.ch projecis, PIRAMID (Passive in-situ remediation of acidic mine drainage (see 
Li'Ltlv.piramid,org ) aid ERMITE (Environmental regulation of mine waters in the EU 
(see Liiw~-.mjnewater.net/e171iiIc'I. 1 ain the lead auilior of the only text book on mine 
waters yet pubIislied ('Mine Water' by Youilger. Banwart and Hedii:, published by 
K!uwer. Dordrecht, in 2002), and I aIso recently edired (logeilier with Dr Nick Robins 
ol the British Geological Survey. who i s  the weIl-known author of "?he 
I-I,rd:ogeoIogy of Scotland") the Geological Society Special Publication cntitled 
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"Minz Water HydrogcoIogy and Geocl:enlist.ry" (Special Publication no. 198,2002). 
I was also lead author of the Environmenr. Agency (England & Wales) handbook on 
'Predicting Mine Water Rebound' (1 9993, and have published more than 150 papers in 
t l x  international literature. I have worked extensively on mine water problems in 
many countries around the world, most notably throughout the UK and EU, in the 
USA, South Africa, Brasil and Bolivia. In Scotland, major commissions which I have 
undertaken have included the following: 
- In association with Bullen Consultants, I acted as a technical expert on behalf of 

one of SEPA's predeccssoi* organisations (the Forth River Purification Board) in 
relation to the assessment of proposals by British Coal for a cessation of pumping 

I fiom the Michael and Frances Collieries in Fife, which led to a legal agreement 
(now being enacted) committing British Coal and it successor organisation (the 
Coal Authority) to pump-and-treat iiiine water in the East Fjfe area in order to 
prevcnt pollution of the River Leven and further pollulion of the River Ore. 
I worked with Bulieii Consulianls on the identification ofmine water problems in 
the vicinity of the Falliirk Wheel, making recommendations for physical control 
a i d  treatnient of mine waters 
I n  association with BGS Edinburgh I coordinated an inves:igation of the 
relationship between geological and milling features md the strength of pollutant 
sources associated with abandoned mines (which resuited in two widely-sited 
papess j 
I advised SEPA on the PoIkeiiimet Colliery mine water rebound problem, 
tindertaking geocheniical iiiodelling of the systeni in association with the 
University of Aberdeen 
I worked with the BBC's Frontline Scotland progmnime on the pollutjon 
associated with the Fordel1 Day Level ii: Fife and MoiikroiihalI Colliery, 
Midlothian. 
I acted as external ie\iiewer to consultants working for SEPA on the drafting of 
the Scottish Esecutive's receiill y-uublislied "Code of practice for the owners arid 
operators of quarries and other mineral extraction sites: Groundwater Regulations 
i 998" (published March 2003). 
I ani currently engaged (by Network Rail) in critically reviewing mine water 
issues associated wilh the geotechnical stability of the Uoiphingstone / WaIIyford 
site on rhe East Coast Main Line near Edinburgh. 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

I r~hould also mention tliat, in paralld with my University duties ( a d  with the full 
ay ?rovaI of the University), I am a Director of Project Dewatering Ltd, one of the 
!j <Is leading construction deimeritig firms, and in this capacity I have extensive 
e> perieiice ofthe viaSilj:y of dcwarering voids by various nieans. 

i rhink the above details help to establish the experimce and skills which I bring to 
th:s review. 

7'1 iriiiny to specilk issues arising froEl m y  review of the hydrogeological arguments 
in relation to the Uppei-ton Void advaticed by Babie  on behalf of Shanks Waste 
S2lutior.s. my primary coiicenis are as follows: 

(i) The analysis presented by Babtie, though dated February 2002, is wholly 
based on hydrologiczl data coliecred in the mid- 1990s. There are two major 
problems arising from the dependence of such old data in  these circuimtances: 
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(a) Given tlie major changes in site hydrology which inevitably accompany a 
major lsllidfilling / land-raising operations such as that operated by Shanks 
Waste Solutions, and given that opencast coal mining afid associaled 
dewalering continue to the south of SZianlcs' site, it is highly unlikely that 
data from the mid-1 990s are representative of present-day conditions. 

practice of discliargiiig site emuents into the Upperton Void (which they 
denomiaate the "East Loch") wihout the appropriate consent. With this 
discharge terminaied, the o d y  major source of water entering Ihe void was 
stopped. Therefore, immediately after the finalisarion of the Babtie Reporl. 
there was a major hydrological c!lange in this area, a change to which the 
local. hydrological system is still adjusting at the time of writing. 

{b) In April 2002, SEPA lorbade Slianks fium continuing their previous 

It would clearly be malpractice to sanction proposed changes to the scheduljng 
of operations in and around the Shanks site on the basis of amalysis oi' daia 
which are no lnnger represeiitetivc of hydrological conditions in this area. 

(ii) The Babtie reporl. clearly aclinowledges that the Upperton Void loses water to 
the ruiiderlyiiig mined hydrogeological system (e.g. Section 4.3, bullet one). I1 
further argues that ''a steady state of hydrogeological equilibiium now exists at 
thi: northeast of the site". Since April 2002, the first of these two statements 
has remained true, but the second no loiiger appiics: with the cessation of 
unconsented discharge of water to the void by Shanks, a inonotonic decline in 
water levels has been observed within the Upperton Void, clearly reflecting 
the origoiiig loss of water to the  underlying / adjoining hydrogeological 
system. The systeni is currently not: in hydrogeological equiIibri?m, and what 
the I'inal 'equilibrium' wjll mean in tenns of waxer levels within the Upperkm 
Void is very difficult to assess in the absence ofpiezometric data of the kind 
which Shanks were clear!y collecting during the mid- 1990s when Dr Morrisofi 
mderiook his PhD research in the aree, but which for s o a e  unexplained 
reason they 110 longer collect. (It is noted that SEPA, in their most recent 
letter to Fernacre Ltd (dated 2Zr" May 2003), simply state that t h y  "have beeli 
uilable !D source information pertaining to growidwater levels". SEPA do not 
explain why they lime not requested such data from Shacks; i,his is a curious 
OIi~isSioil indeed, given 1he importance o f a  clear understanding of ground 
waier levels in relation to compliarice with the Grouudwater Regulations 1 998 
a they affect landfilling and mineral csrractioii sites). To judge ~r^roin the datii 
co!lected in the mid-1 990s, it is emiiicntly possible that the fina1 res1 wa:er 
ie-A in Uppmon Void wili be below tSe base of the  void, though it is clearly 
important to obtain reliable, current i i ~ e ~ l ~ u r e i i ~ e i ~ t s  of ground water levels 
before reaching any conclusion. 

(iii) A brief account is given by Babtie (p.8, Sectjon 2.16: final buller) of an 
apparen? attempt in 1988 to investigate the scope for dewatering :he Upperton 
Void by the rather quixotic means of pumping a nuiiiber of boreholcs drilled 
outside ofthe void, To judge from the title of the report deiai'ljng :his 
operation', it may well be that thc intention of tlie original investigation was 

' Aspinwali and Company, 19SS, Pumping tria; wsu1t.s and groundwatc: protcction proposals. This 
reference: cited by Babties, was 1 7 0 1  included amongst the various repoi-ts made 
~,7aiItlb!c to mc. il would be hclpl'ul 10 rcnd the original rcpoi-t, ifstilI avsliiablc. 
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- not to investigate the polelitid for dewatering the void (as Bzbtie imp!y), but 
rather to look at the possibility of creating a flow boundary to intercept 
potential contaminants wliich might in future leach from waste deposited 
somewhere in Slia~lks' site. Be that as it may, Babtie 60 on to conclude (p. 13, 
third bullex point in Section 4.2, ancl also p. 17, Section 5.3, second bullet 
point) that this test effectively proves that there are "technical difficulties 
associated with dewatering". This is clearly a nonsensical conclusion. If1 
wish to drink a glass of lemonade, I put: a straw in die glass and suck. I do not 
place an osmotic nienibrane between the lemonade and my mouth and hope 
that I will still be able to receive IeiiIoLIade at the same rate as a straw would 
deliver. So it is with h e  1938 pumping test \vliich Babtie seem to find so 
conclusive: if I wished to dewater rhe Upperton Void, I would pump directly 
E l ~ i n  the void; I would cenainiy not sink a h e  of dewatering we!ls in the 
adjoining ground in the hope that pumping these wells (with all of the 
ii-ictional head losses that wells entaii over pumping in open water) would be 
211 efficient iiieaizs of lowering the water level in a large A ooded void. In dl of 
my years of iiivoIvement with iiiiiies aid dewatering, I have never conie 
across such a strategy as Babtie discuss. Why pumping from the Void itself is 
m t  discussed by Babtie is beyond me. Babtic mention the Weestfiek! site in 
Fife as a case j i i  point (p. 13, Section 4.2, third 5uIlct). A1 present, dewatering 
ofshe Westfield void is uiiderwayiy, by means of a pump suspended in the open 
mid: as I advocate above. No-one at Westfield :or a moment considcied 
n d d i q  the additional burden of straiiiing the water :hough the adjoiniiig 
waste rock i c,ouiitry rock before removal by pumping using wells. nabtic are, 
rliei*erorc, quite wrong to conclude that the 1 988 investigations mean that therc 
arc ~ ~ I S U ~ I I I O U I I ~ L ~ ~ ~ C  "technical difficulties associated with dewateriiig''. if they 
would be loathe to desigil a simpIe dewatering system for ihe Uppcrron V;cid: i 
could provide a long list of engiiieers (self included) who would huve no 
quainis about doing so. None of tlieni would advocate the use of wells, 
however. 

(iib*> Givcii that water levels in the void have been failing ever siace April 2002, the 
analysis made by Babtie [p. 14, Section 4.2, 6"' bullet poinl) ofthe amount of 
131 needed to raise the base level of the void above the water line is 110 loager 
valid. The requisite amount of inert fill would be far less than Babtie 
originally estimated; indeed, if wakr levels settle below the base of tliz void 
(2s they we11 may, to judge From the old piezoinetric data presented by Babtie) 
then little or no raising of the base level in  the void inay eventually be 
required. Working onwards from their estiinate that raising the base of the 
void to 19linAOD would be riccessary, Babrie conduded that the residud 
void would be uneconomically small for laiidfilling (p, 15, Sect. 4.2 7"' bullet 
point). However, the water level in the void is already at 187.6 mAOD and 
continues to fall at a ratc of aroutid 0.1111. per fortnight. Thus the residual void 
available for 1and-filling !>as already increased markedly, and will increase 
fui-tlier in i3tut-e. 

1 Babtie calculate that partial bacli-fi!ling of the Upperton 1 7 ~ 1 6  to establish a 
tipping platfom would "increase the loading 011 the underlying sirata by a 
factw of at least 2" (D. 14, Sect 4.2, 6'" bullet point), and go on to infer that 
zhis iiicreascd loading ivould lieigl~tcn ihe risk ofcd!apsc or  old mine 
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d ~ e  Internariona! Mine Water Association last yearL. That paper makes it clear 
that the cut+rcnl state of scientific understanding 011 this topic is veiy basic, and 
amounts to little more than i i i f ~ r e ~ ~ ~ ~  drawn from poorly-documented 
anecdotal cases. Babtie would therefore be very hard-pressed to make a case 
for a cause-and-effect relhonsliip between dewatering and possible 
subsidence. Indeed, many of the Coal Authority pump-and-treat systems 
recently developed in the UK (several of which Babtie have been closely 
involved with) itivdve the re-establishment of substantially greater 
t'drawdowt~st' than would bc required i:i this case. To date, not one of these 
has led to any subsidence. The lilieljhood of this happening on this occasioii 
could therefore be qualified as "reemote" even willzout further analysis. 
Nevertlizless, fixt'ner analysis call be made, as follows: (aj the water Ievel in 
the Upperton Void has been falling imturaily since April 2002, without any 
signs or reports of concomitant subsidence. ('U) To judge by die subslantial 
'rcchnrge mound' associaled with the Upperton Void on tlie piezometric maps 
for t h i s  area prepared in  the mid-1990s by Dr Morrkon, water levels in the 
void are perched above the locai water table ievel. This is p,robably due to the 
partial blinding of the pit floor by muds derived from weatliering ofblaes and 
(Ferliaps niorz significantly) by si!l introduced to the Void by Shanks' fonner 
Li1lco11seliied discharge. 'Dewatei*ii@ (if any is in fact required after the void 
hislies draining of i ts own accord) would only be required to lower water 
levels withiii the Void to :hc ambient Ievel in the subjacent mine ~'0rk.li1g~. It 
wou!d be difficult for pumping i n  the vicinity of the Void to lowei. 
b [wxindwarer levels over a wide area beneath Shai~ks' esis1:ing 1midfilI without 
sinking a borehole from the Void floor to access deeper workings. From i! 
clewaitcring engineering pcrspecrive, there is 110 coiiceivabie reasoii why illis 
woiiid be done. IFtlie water table would not be lowered beneath the landfill, 
tliec no risk of subsidence due to !oss of buoyant support would be 
:!ccasioned. (c> The existence o f e  dewatered opencasz site to the south af 
Shai?lis' current landfill, but in the same systems of coal seams, clearly implies 
Il ix clewzter~ng is taking place in that area which will  Se resulting in n 
lowcrii~g ofpiezoinetric ieveIs in  old mine workjngs bencath Shanks' site. Ye: 
t l~ere are no reports of any coiicoiiiitaiir subsidence problem arising 5otn illat 
op-a t ion .  I hcre is no upriwi reason to suppose that anything other would be 
ilia case in relation 10 ihe Upyr ton  void. 

7 .  

Bahtie's final argume:i!, against the slalz./.r quo relates to the perceived 
di Kicti!cj.es of disposing of dewa~ering effluents ir. l!ie event the Upperton 
Void were yumped down (p. 15: Sect. 4.2, 9'" bullet). Whiie clischmge tu the 
Cameron Burn is udikely to be ai opiion acceptablc to SEPA, it would be 
eminent1y possibie to discharge ilie pumped water eastwards, via a series of 
existing settlcniciit ponds 011 Upperton Fariii, whence the watey will now to 
Hn tipper tr ihatuy ofthe Avon river system. These settling ponds will no 
doubt szrve to remove "the potentially high sedimcnt / colloidal matfer 
loading" of the pumped waxers, cvIiicli Babtie note couid be sufficiently hjgli tti 
raise concerns OII the part of SEPA. In the event that the existing settlenient 

' ?'oungei; P.L., 2002, Ceep mine hydrogeology alter closure: insights thin die UK. 
Plxw-F:iedrich, B., and Wolkendorl'cr, C., (editors) Uraniuni it?  he aouoiic e n v i r n n r r m  Springer- 

Merkel, B.J., 

V:rl~g, Bediil. pp. IS - 40. 
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t:, the intlcgriiy of h e r  sysicrns in 

poiiils on Uppcrtoii Farm proved too small to achieve the desired improvement 
in suspeiidcd solids contents prior 10 discharge to tile receiving watcrcourse, 
thc  recently-launched 'Siltbuster' portable silt trap (which was designed for 
jus1 such applications (sce .I?.\\~\?;,siltbusrer.com) and is already coming to be 
regarded as the 'best tec.luiology' by the EA south of the border) ofers  a 
readily-available means to ensure sarisfac tory removal of suspended solids 
during the dewalering phase. 

Bablie estimated before the cessalion of 
discharge into the Upperton Void in April 
2002. _- 
See (v) and (vi) above. With regard to 

In summarg, Babtie posit four major ob-jections to the retention of the original pliasing 
a~-raigemeiits (p. 17, Section 5.31, to each ofwI2icl1 tlic foliowing responses can be 
mnde: 

I x t h  existing and proposed laidfill 
phases. 

I loading inducing coliapsc be!ow a future ' why have Shanks iioi zxperienced this 
1 problem (or at least ROT reported ir) within 

IaidfiIl in the Upperton Void (see (v) above): 

I 
I 

- Y ' C ~ n ~ ~ ~ a i n t ~ "  identified by Babtic 
Disturbance of the hydrogeological 
equilibrium at the noitheasi of the site 

I 

'1 'es 1111 i ci.1 d iffi cul ties 3s socia ted w i tl-i 
Lolh de~vatcriig ar.d cnd-tipping 
cperations 

to the risk that deiv.&ring of t l i ~  Uppei*toII 
Tt-oid. might provoke subsidcrxe belovf the 

I 

" h ydrogeol ogi cal equilibrium 'I  was art j fici a1 1 ). 
maintained by the unconsented discharge of 
water from the Shanks site. O w e  this stopped 

'equilibrium' cndcd and water lmels in the 

Sec (iii) above. The 1988 pumping test 
provides 110 basis far concluding that 
dewalering of the void by the fm more 1ogi:a: 
iiicaiis of puinpiiig from the void i1selfwould 
be infeasible. Tliere is no reason :o suppose 
thaL puiilpillg fiom the void itselr \vould prclv, 
es pcci ally p rob1 ciiiat i c . W iih regard to the 
infeasibiiily of end-tipping to rnisc the base Q 

the Uppertoii void, the 01igoi11g decline in 
waitr levels invalidates the prior analysis b;' 
B a b k  It is already apparent !hat 
considerably Iess f i l l  would be required LO 

(two months aficr Babtie reported), the 

Void have becn falling ever since. 

! 

_. . 
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impoi-tait to note that water levels in the void 
are pcrclied above those in surrounding 
ground, and would ~ i i l y  need to be lowered & 
IIic level in the surrounding area rather than 
bcIow it, and would lhcrcfore not entail 

r--- 
I 
1 

atzg such subsidence problem. i 
Sce point (v) above; as the Upperion Void i: 
gcobgically aIong strike from Shanks' 
exjstiizg landfill, thcre i s  113 rcasoii to SUppGst' 
that these risks will be wij' geeater than the:, 
are in Shanks' exis:) .:s o p ~ a ~ i o n ,  from whirl: 

1 

110 problems are repwtcd. - 
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15.4.2003 
Mr. Gerrard Quinn 
Department of Planning & Environment 
Central Division 
North Lanarkshire Council 
Municipal Buildings 
Kildonan Street 
COATBRIDGE 
Lanarkshire. MLS 3LF 

Opencast Void / Upperton Farm 
Shanks’ Re-Phasiny Appl ication 

Dear Mr.Quinn, 

As you are aware I am the owner of the former opencast void on Upperton Farm referred 
to as the “East Loch” by Shanks. 

I wish to bring to your attention a grave concern that I have regarding this area. 

As the water level has gone there are now large expanses of shoreline, islands and 
bankings becoming revealed. 

The concerns that I have are twofold, firstly the bankings are largely unstable and have 
in places collapsed. This has been falling in large heavy chunks which would be lethal if 
the were to fall on a person (or a child ). This breaking away is due to the “circle slips” in 
the peat, which in themselves is a dangerous feature as you can easily fall into them as 
they are mostly hidden by vegetation. (I  have myself fallen in one and I know they are 
there ) 

I am aware that one person did lose their life here in the period between the site being 
opencast and Shanks raising the water level after the installation of their Central Drain 
resulting in a rise in the water levels of some 7 meters, which covered over the face of 
these bankings. 
The man was killed when a part of the banking fell on him, his name was Dan Finley and 
he came from Hillview, Greengairs. 
I am concerned now that the same thing could happen again. 

The other danger is that the edges of the void now becoming revealed are extremelj- soft in 
places owing to silt deposits from the settlement of suspended solids coming from the 



runoff from Shank’s site via the Central Drain, and the clay edges surrounding the void, 
when you step near the edge you instantly sink at an alarming rate, this could result in 
children’s lives being endangered and as there is currently no way of preventing access 
is an accident waiting to happen. 
There are also islands appearing which would be a great attraction for children to attempt 
to walk out in the shallow water to them. 

I am even more concerned owing to the fact that Shanks have a footpath planned for the 
top end of the void, this to me is ridiculous as with the water leaving the void it is not even 
going to be a “water feature” merely just a muddy hole with e,utremely dangerous sides. 

The water level has been closely monitored by myself over the last few weeks and is going 
down at a steady rate of around an inch a day at the moment. 
It is important to realise that the water level at the time of Shanks taking over their site 
was being sustained in the void by a stream that was later engineered away from the void, 
so there is now nothing filling the void except rainwater and small seepages from a few 
points around the bankings. 

It is imperative that the issues surrounding the void are correctly addressed at this time as 
the correct decisions must be made for the future of this area as it is so close to the village. 
There really was no point in granting permission for landfill to be the method for 
restoration of the former opencast workings if the largest hole is to be left un-restored, 
let’s not be under any illusion , the “East Loch’’ is not a loch , it is an opencast void, which 
has been used for the last 14 years as a settling pond for the run-off from an adjoining 
landfill site, and owing to no water inlets is now draining into the water table, and will 
continue to do so until empty, leaving large deposits of silt in the bottom. 

There is no way to restore the void on Upperton other than by landfill as the overburden 
taken from the void was put on what is now Shank’s site when it was illegally opencast, 
(this was done in attempt to hide the fact that this was going on) Shanks have already had 
the benefit of the use of these materials in the earth workings of their site, at least a 
million tons of materials have been used. 

The Baptie report commissioned by Shanks to Support their re-phasing application is now 
invalid as it was totally based on the fact that Shanks were still using the Central Drain and 
that water would continue to flour into the void. N o  allowance was made for the void 
draining till empty. I am aware that at one point even with the stream that formerly ran 
into the void that during the 80’s there was an occasion when the void dried away to 
nothing. 
There is no reason to believe that this is not going to happen again. 

I am anrare that you have received representations from Mr.Guy Bailey and others on my 
behalf, but felt that I would like to write to you myself as I am so concerned. 
I attended with Mr. Bailey at a meeting last week with SEPA and they had also been 
unaware of the changing factors with the void and are arranging a site visit this week 
with us. Anne Anderson asked us to urge you to write to Sepa again for the update of their 
opinion regarding the void, which I expect you will be doing as I know Mr. Bailey has 
passed on this information. 

We are currently awaiting information on the water table levels in the area of the void as 
the figures in the Baptie report are so historic they are completely invalid. It is essential to 
determine this level as that is the only way to ascertain for certain what level the water 
will go to in the void. if it is as we suspect below the level of the \Toid floor then it will 
drain completely, based on the historic figures it will drain to a mud puddle. 

I have enlisted the help of one of the foremost world authorities on former flooded 



opencast voids and mine workings Professor Paul Younger who is extremely well respected 
for his work world wide and he is to visit the site himself shortly, to give us his opinion. 

I would be very grateful if you could visit the site yourself as I would like you to see first 
hand what I am referring to as it is a very important the correct decision is made at this 
time as it cannot be rectified at a later date. 

Mr. Bailey is calling you to make an appointment to go over these details with you, and to 
hopefully arrange for you to visit the site. 

Yours sincerely 



FERNACRE LTD 
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ION NU MBERED C/07/00 194/AMr> 

Revised plan referred to BGE203388/H/03 

As an objector to the granting of the deviation to the current phasing, and owners of the 
Upperton Void, I would like it to be noted that Fernacre Ltd. were only given 3 days to respond 
to this document, although dated September this was not sent out till date postmarked 7’ 
Oct 2005. 

In the revised plan the proximity of the landfill operations is shown as being some 16 metres 
distance from the Upperton boundary. In fact it is in places encroaching on Upperton’s land and 
is not distanced as shown on the new plan, therefore the planning has already been breached, in 
so far as there is no space for correct engineering works to be installed creating a potential 
pollution problem in the future, in particular with the repose of the incline adjoining the 
Upperton land being too steep causing deep erosions in the surface. 
The engineering between the landfill site and Upperton is extremely poor; there is no correct 
drainage in place resulting in run off continuing to escape onto Upperton. 

2.d. Contours are unacceptable as the repose of the slope of the landfill mass is far too steep 
causing erosion on the face. 
e. Unsatisfactory engineering works on the boundary, no anti -pollution preventative measures in 
place, landfill mass too close to the boundary, and no adequate drainage in place, resulting in 
runoff from the landfill site flowing onto the land of Upperton. 
f. New proposed Public footpath will omit use by the village of Upperton. 
The current route would have allowed for villagers to join the walk at Upperton. 
The new proposed walkway around the top of the void will encourage children from the villages 
to the void area. which is highly dangerous. 

I have pointed out on several occasions, including in writing to Mr.Quinn the planning officer in 
charge, that there has been one death in this void in the past caused by a banking collapse. 

3. The area of the Greengairs landfill is now more devastated than when the operation of 
“Restoration” began some 15 years ago when the original planning was granted. 

CONTI 
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4. If permission for the granting of the deviation is passed allowing phase 3 to commence land- 
filling this will require further future permission for operations to be continued potentially for up 
to a further 50 years or so to complete the restoration of the entire Greengairs site including 
phase 3. 
Therefore landfiil operations for the restoration of the site cannot and will not be 
completed by 2008 It is however perfectly feasible that current planninp could see the 
completion of phase 2 by 2008 

It has to be considered that after 13 years of landfill less than half of the landfill operation 
has been completed, therefore it would be common sense to estimate that infilling at the 
present rate the remainder of the site would take at least a further 20 years to complete, 
(And much more once the Integrated Waste Management Facility is in place) effectively by 
granting the planning deviation now this ensures a presence in Greengairs for the 
operators of the site for somewhere around 50 years, to allow completion of phase 3, this 
has been quoted by WRG, and Anne Coleman of the Environmental Forum to ourselves. 

IT IS HIGHLY MISLEADING TO STATE THAT AS IN CON DITION 4 OF THE 
ING RECOMM ENDATION “THAT. FOR THE AVIOD ANCE OF DOUB T. THE 

DEVELOP MENT HEREBY GRANT ED PERMISSIONN S HALL BE DISCON TINUED 
AND ALL BUILDINGS A ND MACHINARY REMOVE D NOT LATER THAN gTB JULY 
2008” 

It is extremely doubtful that the inhabitants of the surrounding villages are aware of the 
implications of the granting of this deviation to the long-term detriment of the area. 
It seems that there is no consideration of these factors being addressed as it is impossible for 
completion of the third phase of Greengairs to be completed by 2008, particularly in the light of 
planning being granted for a huge Integrated Waste Management Facility covering an area of 
some 20 acres or so. 

This is not a decision to be taken liphtly. 

This deviation to planning also brings the introduction of a Hazardous waste cell, as shown on 
the original application plan for the re-phasing. 

Given the comments by SEPA (re Baptie Report) regarding the frail nature of the infrastructure 
of the Greengairs site and it’s entire safety apparently (in their opinions) being dependant on the 
water remaining in the mine shafts below the existing waste cells surely this calls for a study to 
be taken by an independent body to ascertain the impact of potentially 50 years more landfill and 
the introduction of hazardous waste to the area. 

Cont/ 
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5. It is hiphlv imDortant that the safety and health of the local children from Greengairs Watson 
and Umerton Village be given paramount consideration in this case. It cannot be stressed 
stronglv enough that the Void in question is extremely dangerous as is also stressed by Prof. 
Paul Younger in his report. 
We stress again -It is also a fact that there has in the past been one death in this void as a 
result of a peat banking collapse, 
Given the refusal on the part of WRG Northern Ltd./ Shanks to agree to any restoration work 
around the perimeter of the void in Fernacre’s ownership, which has become dangerous as a 
direct result of Shanks’ previous actings of raising the water level 8 metres by means of the 
Central drain installed without the owners permission or knowledge, to facilitate the drainage of 
the run off from their site. 
This resulted in vast quantities of soft silt being deposited on Fernacre’s land and in the void, 
Shanks failure to adhere to License conditions requiring a 3 metre fence to be erected around the 
entire void leaves the whole area with unrestricted access by the public. SEPA also failed in 
their “Duty of Care” to ensure that the fencing condition was adhered to or even to ensure that 
Shanks had permission from the owners to use the void for industrial run off as part of the 
Greengairs licensed site. 
7. It would be well worth considering the necessity for an E.1.A to be carried out, as it appears 
that there is to be a long-term presence in Greengairs that will exceed 2008 possibly by up to 50 
years. This decision cannot be taken lightly. 

Value of Bond 
It is also worth considering the amount of the bond to be put in place long term, as there is a 
history in Lanarkshire of Bonds being insufficient and not in place at all as is evidenced by the 
many abandoned opencast sites in the countryside, including the Upperton Void. 
GIVEN THE PURPORTED FRAIL NATURE OF THE GREENGAIRS INFRASTRUCTURE 
IT WOULD BE WORTH CONSIDERING THE FUTURE LONG TERM POSSIBLE 
POLLUTION IF THEIR INFRASTRUCTURE WERE TO COLLAPSE. AS THE BAPTIE 
REPORT SHOWS THE UNDERGROUND WATER FLOW RUNS TOWARD THE 
VILLAGE.THIS COULD POTENTIALLY CAUSE MILLIONS OF POUNDS WORTH OF 
DAMAGE to the village and surrounding lands. 
As Baptie / SEPA appear to b e concerned that the water requires to remain within the old 
mineshafts to maintain the stability of the Greengairs site, and this is apparently in their opinion 
dependant upon the water remaining in the Upperton void for support, it is therefore surprising 
the integrity of Greengairs landfill Site purportedly depends so heavily upon the water remaining 
in the void, given there is now there is no inflow, resulting in a dramatic drop of the water level 
in the last three years which has only been falsely raised from time to time by the illegal 
pumping and drainage of water from The Greengairs site and the normal rainfall supplying water 
to the void. 
It would seem inappropriate to expect Fernacre Ltd. to assume this responsibility to maintain 
this situation, and it would appear to be imperative by their own submissions that WRG/Shanks 
should be in control of the retention of sufficient water apparently required support the 
continued safety of their own site. Cont/ 
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AT THIS POINT I WOULD LIKE TO STRESS THAT THE SMALL LEVEL OF WATER 
CONTAINED WITHIN THE VOID PRIOR TO SHANKS INTRODUCTION OF THE 
CENTRAL DRAIN, WAS SUPPLIED BY A STREAM WHICH WAS DIVERTED (AS PART 
OF SHANKS ORIGINAL DRAINAGE OPERATIONS IN THE EARLY 90’s) IT IS VITAL 
THAT THIS FACTOR IS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT as it no longer feeds the void, which 
means that the void is a stagnant water body with no inflow or outflow. 

It is prudent to realise and understand that in time the void will drain completely by natural 
means to the local water table level, however, given the liability for public safety that the 
objectors Fernacre Ltd. would be left with if the planning deviation is granted they would have 
no other option than to drain the now remaining water from the void, and remove the residual 
silting and pollutants caused by the draining of trade effluent from the Greengairs site. As is 
their legal right, entitlement and responsibility to safeguard their own position as pointed out by 
Shanks legal representatives and we quote ”The site is owned by the objectors and they have a 
statutory responsibility in terms of the Occupiers Liability (Scotland) Act 1960 for the safety of 
those entering onto it. There is no question, they believe, of the decision not to infill being a 
reckless proposition and that should the objectors have concerns about the safety of the loch they 
can as landowner, take appropriate measures to address these”. 

ContJ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This decision which requires specialised skills and an expertise should be considered very 
carefully by the Committee prior to making a decision which has such enormous long term 
implications for the entire surrounding area. 

If the planning were to remain as it currently is to finish phase two of the Landfill, then the 
Planning Permission would have to be reviewed in 2008 when the current planning 
expires. At that time due consideration could be given to the merit, with appropriate EIA 
studies in place for the long term effect of continuing landfill on the back of the villages for 
a further prolonged time. 
It is every Committee Members responsibility to take into regards the welfare of the 
surrounding communities who have suffered the smell and pollution of the area for more 
than 10 years as it is. And further to consider the merit of exchanging a dangerous, flooded 
(but draining) opencast void as a local “amenity”, in return for a long term presence of a 
landfill site on their doorstep. 

In June of this year the Director of Fernacre Ltd. and their legal representation met with two 
senior employees of WRG Northern Ltd. namely Andy Ryan and Steve Hardman. 
Discussions covered various topics including the restoration of the damage to Upperton and the 
continued illegal disposal of water from the Greengairs site into the void. 
Fernacre ltd. were informed at that meeting by Steve Hardman that the reason for the planning 
deviation was a financial one, that they” WRG had shareholders to answer too, and they could 
not justify the expense of bringing the Upperton restoration into their plans”. 
This whole matter appears to centre on corporate profits. 

There was also a continued refusal to address the fact that Fernacre’s property has been polluted 
and damaged as a direct result of WRG/ Shanks actions. Given the treatment Fernacre has 
received from WRG/ Shanks in the past we have no reason to believe that any changes to their 
attitude would be forthcoming in the future with regard to remedying any pollution outbreaks, 
damage to our property, use without permission etc. as we have already spent many thousands of 
pounds attempting to resolve the difficulties Fernacre has been caused. 

Fernacre Ltd. feel that WRG Northern Ltd./Shanks are not acting in the interests and safety of 
the local community by failing to restore the Upperton void, and have not taken correct account 
of the health and safety factors involved for the locals especially children, we feel that this 
responsibility is being left with Fernacre Ltd., to deal with the problems caused as a direct result 
of the illegal use of their part of the void by the cutting and implementation of the Central drain 
without consent. Cont/ 
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The actions of WRG and the position as set out above will if the Council grants the rephrasing 
leave Fernacre with the responsibility and expense of fencing, securing and restoring an area 
which has suffered further devastation as a direct result of the actings of the operators of the 
landfill site adjoining. 
The condition and the nature of the use of Fernacre’s land by Shanks deem it impossible for any 
person other than landfill operators to reasonably receive insurance cover that would stand up to 
a damages claim for public liability, particularly in the event of a death occurring. 

The Greengairs site is a huge and complex matter, the risks of which can only be truly 
ascertained by a very few elite specialists. It would be wrong to base decisions of such 
magnitude upon the findings, now out of date of a PhD. Student or even Catriona Shmolke of 
Baptie who was a student of Paul Younger, we have yet to see the findings of any other person 
who has the type of qualifications to comment on Greengairs that Prof. Paul Younger holds. 
His report should be given the credibility and respect it deserves. It should be noted Paul 
Younger did not charge for his services, he gave his opinions and advice for free. 
His remit was to give advice on the best resolve for the future of the Upperton Void based on his 
extensive experience, his site visit and review of the Baptie data. 

In fairness to WRG/Shanks, Fernacre did put forward a proposition to them at their meeting 3 
months ago that a 15 acre park and recreation area could be provided for the Upperton Village 
by Fernacre Ltd, formed from land within their control, a small loch could be formed from water 
cleaned from the drainage of the Upperton void and facility’s could be financially backed by 
landfill taxes. Upperton Village has no park or play facilities for the children at present. 
Andy Ryan and Steve Hardman agreed that they would put forward a recommendation to give 
Landfill taxes for this benefit. This plan would allow for the current walkway to pass the new 
Loch, which would be clean and safe, and able to sustain wildlife. 

This is only feasible however if the Upperton void is restored 

ContJ 



SITE VISIT 

Fernacre understands from an enquiry made to Mr. Shiach of North Lanarkshire Council 
yesterday 12/10/2005 by telephone that the “site visit” will take place on Monday morning 
regarding the future of the Upperton void. 

The Director and legal representatives of Fernacre Ltd. are somewhat perplexed as no direct 
approach has been made to Fernacre Ltd. regarding this visit, or for access, it would appear that 
arrangements have perhaps only been made for long distance viewing of the Upperton site from 
Greengairs landfill site in vehicles supplied by WRG Northern Ltd./ Shanks 
Fernacre Ltd. would like to stress at this time that the only way to assess the merits of leaving 
the area unrestored are by walking over the area and seeing at first hand the dangers present, and 
the true condition of the land. 

Our objections remain in place. 






